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This audio collection includes: Dinosaurs Before Dark: Jack and his younger sister, Annie, stumble

upon a tree house filled with books. Before Jack and Annie can figure out the mystery of the tree

house, it whisks them back to the prehistoric past. Now they have to figure out how to get home.

Can they do it before dark, or will they be become a dinosaur's dinner? The Knight at Dawn:

Peacocks for dinner and boys in skirts. That's what Jack and Annie find when the Magic Tree

House transports them back to the Middle Ages for another wild adventure. They find themselves in

the middle of an enormous castle and can hear the beginnings of a feast underway in the Great

Hall. But Jack and Annie aren't exactly welcome guests! Mummies in the Morning: Jack and Annie

don't need another mummy. But that's what they get when the Magic Tree House whisks them back

to ancient Egypt after reading a book on the same subject. There they find themselves in a pyramid

face to face with a long dead queen named Hutepi. Will Jack and Annie be able to help her, or will

they end up as mummies themselves? Pirates Past Noon: It's a veritable treasure trove of trouble

when the Magic Tree House carries Jack and Annie back to the days of deserted islands, secret

maps, and dangerous pirates! Will they discover the hidden buried treasure, or will they face the

possibility of walking the plank? Night of the Ninjas: Have you ever met a real live ninja? Jack and

Annie do when the Magic Tree House whisks them back to ancient Japan in search of enchantress

Morgan le Fay. When they arrive, they find themselves in the cave of a ninja master. Will they learn

the secrets of the ninja? Or will the evil samurai warriors get them first? Afternoon on the : Vampire

bats and killer ants? That's what Jack and Annie are about to run into when the Magic Tree House

whisks them back in time to a South American rain forest in search of the elusive Morgan le Fay. It's

not long before they get hopelessly lost on the  River. Will they be able to find their way back to the

tree house before they are trampled by stampeding killer ants? Sunset of the Sabertooth: The Ice

Age is very cool...for two kids in bathing suits! Jack and Annie nearly freeze when the Magic Tree

House whisks them back into the time of cave people and woolly mammoths. But nothing can stop

them from having another wild adventure - not even a sabertooth tiger! Midnight on the Moon:

Three...two...one...blast off! The Magic Tree House whisks Jack and Annie off to the moon - and the

future. Their mission? To find the last "M" thing that will free Morgan from the spell. Can they do it

before the air in their oxygen tank runs out? Will they mysterious moon man help them? And why is

Peanut the mouse acting so strange?
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Great stories! I hate to be critical of such a great author but I wish someone else did the reading on

the CDs. The author is the narrator and she's a little monotone and boring to listen to.

Great, well-known stories. We play these cd's in the car when driving our Grandson any distance.

Keeps him from asking, "Are we there yet?" He's 5 and really enjoys the stories as would a 10 yr.

old.

As others have mentioned, this product is a complete disaster from a practical standpoint. The discs

are unlabeled as far as which parts of which books are on each disc, and the books are not cleanly

put on one disc per book. It's almost a complete waste of money for this reason.Also the

performance is HORRIBLE. Whoever decided MP Osborne was the right person to narrate these

stories should be ringing up aspirin at Rite Aid, because the decision was a bad one. MPO is a

terrible reader, and this goes especially for her rendering of Annie, who she voices like a whiny

3-year-old.Definitely definitely pass.

If your child enjoys reading the magic tree house series I highly recommend these CD's. We listen

to them while reading the books which is great for my 7-year old who can following the words as she

goes. The author narrates the book and it's done well, easy to listen to and very enjoyable. My kids

learn so much from every book, they go in the past and teach them history but the stores are fun so

the kids enjoy it. The series starts off easier reading and gets progressively harder as the books go

on. We have to #40.



The disks are out of order and make no sense after the first 2. The other ones start in the middle of

a story but I can't tell which story. Don't order this. Too confusing to try to skip ahead and find the

right spot from which to continue.

We bought these so that our daughter could listen to books in the car rather than watching movies

on long trips. These stories are fun for the whole family. The only thing my husband and I don't like

is actually the voice of the author. I feel really bad saying it but she just tries a little too hard. Other

than that these are great books and you get a whole 8 stories! I would say that the age range for

these is probably 3 to 9 years.

I Like that these books are on CD and read by the author. My kids are big Magic Treee House fans

and listen to different stories on Cd while they fall asleep so this was a good Christmas gift for them.

However, they split stories between CD's which is really annoying. I copied them on my computer

so the kids wouldn't scratch the originals and they were a pain to copy too. all but the first one (there

are 5 discs all togther) load into the computer with different titles and not in order so it takes a really

long time to sort and rename them. But at least now they are saved on the computer so the kids can

listen on my laptop when we travel too.

My 6yo daughter was dying to get these -- she's read and loved all the books -- and she is enjoying

them so far. Immediately my daughter said she wanted to hear "Mummies at Midnight" first -- and

that's when I realized that not only are the 8 books split up over 5 CDs, there's not even a TRACK

LISTING printed anywhere. Seriously. They're so cheap they can't spring for 8 CDs, ok -- but why

on EARTH wouldn't they include a little sheet of paper with the track listing so you can figure out

what books/chapters are on what CD?? For a few pennies more, this set would be dramatically

better. I feel ripped off.

Magic Cards: Magic the Gathering - 33 Killer Tips from a Magic Master! (Magic Cards, Magic the

Gathering, Magic Decks, Magic the Gathering Tips, Magic Card Tips, How to Play Magic, Magic)

Magic Tree House Collection: Books 17-24 (Magic Tree House (R)) Magic Tree House Collection:

Books 1-8: Dinosaurs Before Dark, The Knight at Dawn, Mummies in the Morning, Pirates Past

Noon, Night of the Ninjas, ... the , and more! (Magic Tree House (R)) Magic Tree House Survival

Guide (Magic Tree House (R)) Ninjas and Samurai: A Nonfiction Companion to Magic Tree House

#5: Night of the Ninjas (Magic Tree House (R) Fact Tracker) China: Land of the Emperor's Great
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Wall: A Nonfiction Companion to Magic Tree House #14: Day of the Dragon King (Magic Tree

House (R) Fact Tracker) Magic Tree House Fact Tracker: Abraham Lincoln: A Nonfiction

Companion to Magic Tree House #47: Abe Lincoln at Last! Baseball: A Nonfiction Companion to

Magic Tree House #29: A Big Day for Baseball (Magic Tree House (R) Fact Tracker) Ancient

Greece and the Olympics: A Nonfiction Companion to Magic Tree House (Magic Tree House Fact

Tracker) World War II: A Nonfiction Companion to Magic Tree House Super Edition #1: World at

War, 1944 (Magic Tree House (R) Fact Tracker) Knights and Castles: A Nonfiction Companion to

Magic Tree House #2: The Knight at Dawn (Magic Tree House (R) Fact Tracker) Vikings: A

Nonfiction Companion to Magic Tree House #15: Viking Ships at Sunrise (Magic Tree House (R)

Fact Tracker) Dinosaurs: A Nonfiction Companion to Magic Tree House #1: Dinosaurs Before Dark

(Magic Tree House (R) Fact Tracker) Sabertooths and the Ice Age: A Nonfiction Companion to

Magic Tree House #7: Sunset of the Sabertooth (Magic Tree House (R) Fact Tracker) Leonardo da

Vinci: A Nonfiction Companion to Magic Tree House Merlin Mission #10: Monday with a Mad

Genius (Magic Tree House (R) Fact Tracker) Dragons and Mythical Creatures: A Nonfiction

Companion to Magic Tree House Merlin Mission #27: Night of the Ninth Dragon (Magic Tree House

(R) Fact Tracker) Ancient Greece and the Olympics: A Nonfiction Companion to Magic Tree House

#16: Hour of the Olympics (Magic Tree House (R) Fact Tracker) Dogsledding and Extreme Sports:

A Nonfiction Companion to Magic Tree House Merlin Mission #26: Balto of the Blue Dawn (Magic

Tree House (R) Fact Tracker) Dolphins and Sharks: A Nonfiction Companion to Magic Tree House

#9: Dolphins at Daybreak (Magic Tree House (R) Fact Tracker) Pirates: A Nonfiction Companion to

Magic Tree House #4: Pirates Past Noon (Magic Tree House (R) Fact Tracker) 
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